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Amendments to the Claims; 
This listing of the claims will replace all previous versions and listings of the claims in the 
application: 

Listing of the Claims 

1. (currently amended) A centrifugation configuration for centrifugally separating a composite 
fluid into component parts thereof, said configuration comprising: 

a rotor which includes; 
a composite fluid containment area; 
a fluid inlet channel having an inlet height: 
a peripheral fluid separation channel having a first end, a second end and a central 

section; 
first and second separated component outlet channels; and 
first and second separated component collection areas; 
wherein said inlet channel is disposed in fluid communication with said fluid containment 

area; and wherein said peripheral separation channel is disposed in fluid communication with 
said fluid inlet channel in said central section of said separation channel, and with said first aftd- 
socond separated fluid outlet channels channel adjacent said first end of said separation channel, 
and with said second separated fluid outlet channel adjacent said second end of said separation 
channel: and wherein said first and second separated fluid outlet channels are disposed in fluid 
communication with said first and second separated component collection areas, respectively; 
and 

whorcbv wherein said first and second separated fluid outlet channels also have respective 
first and second heights, said first height being less than said second heighL wherein said heights 
arc? related to oach-othor DO as to provide a substantial fluid prossiira-balanco for respective- 
s^aiiated^eempononts flowing thorothrough. 
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2. (original) A centrifngation configuration according to Claim 1 in which the relationship of 
the respective first and second heights of said first and second separated component outlet 
channels to each other which provides the substantial fluid pressure balance for respective 
separated components flowing through the respective first and second outlet channels, is defined 
such that it controls the interface of separated components within the peripheral separation 
channel. 

3. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 1 in which the relationship of 
the respective first and second heights of said first and second separated component outlet 
channels to each other which provides the substantial fluid pressure balance for respective 
separated components flowing through the respective first and second outlet channels, is defined 
as 

P2§2^2 = p3g3hs ; 
wherein the first height of the first outlet channel is U2, and the second height of the second outlet 
channel is h3, wherein g2 and    are centrifugal acceleration values and p2 represents the density 
of the separated component in the first outlet channel and 03 represents the density of the 
separated component in the second outlet channel. 

4. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 3 wherein the outlet p value, in 
P2g2h2, includes first and second elements from the first component and the second component, 
SUch that P2g2h2 iS the SUm Of pUt compomsntglst componcntQl2rbi) and p2nd component g2nd component; 
wherein h, is the height of the interface between the first and second separated fluid components. 

5. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 4 wherein the second separated 
component is a heavier phase component. 

6. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 3 wherein the composite fluid to 
be separated is blood and the p values are different for each term in the relationship such that the 
first separated component p value, in pa&zhj, and the second separated component p value, 
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appearing in p3g3h3, represent the respective densities of the separated components of blood 
including plasma and red blood cells (RBCs). 

7. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 6 wherein the second p value, 
in p2g2l*2> includes both a plasma and an RBC component, such that p2g2*t2 is the sum of 
pKBcgKBchj and p,>iasittftgpiaSma(h2-hi); wherein hi is the height of the interface between the RBCs 
and the plasma. 

8. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 1 in which the relationship of 
the respective first and second heights of said first and second separated component outlet 
channels and the height of the inlet channel to each other which provides a fluid pressure driving 
force for driving the composite fluid through the separation channel and for flowing the 
respective separated components through the respective first and second outlet channels, is 
defined such that it controls the driving force of composite fluid and the separated components 
within the peripheral separation channel. 

9. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 1 wherein the height of the inlet 
channel is designated as hi and wherein the first height of the first outlet channel is h2, and the 
second height of the second outlet channel is h3» wherein gi > g2 and g3 are centrifugal values and 
pi represents the density of the fluid in the fluid inlet channel, p2 represents the density of the 
separated components in the first outlet channel, and p3 represents the density of the separated 
components in the second outlet channel and these values are related to each other such that the 
rotor inlet fluid dynamic pressure, pigiht, is greater than either of die two outlet fluid dynamic 

pressures, p2g2»2 and P3g3hs, or 
Pigihi > P2g2hi or p,gin, > pagiha 

so that fluid will flow from the rotor inlet toward the outlets. 

10. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 9 wherein the p values are 
different for each term in the relationship such that the inlet p value, in pigihj, is the density of 
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the inlet composite fluid to be separated, whereas, the outlet p values, appearing in p2g2h2 and 
p3g3h3> represent the densities of the respective separated fluid components. 

11. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 10 wherein the inlet p value, in 
pigihi > includes first and second elements from the composite fluid and the first separated 
component, such that pigjhi is the sum of pc«roP.»*itcftuidgi(hi~hi) and pist component gut component hi; 
wherein h{ is the height of the interface between the first and second separated fluid components. 

12. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 11 wherein the first separated 
component is a heavier phase component. 

13. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 9 wherein the composite fluid 
to be separated is blood and the p values are different for each term in the relationship such that 
the first p value, in pigibu is the density of whole blood, whereas, the second and third p values, 
appearing in P2g2h2 and psgjhj, represent the densities of the separated components, plasma and 
red blood cells (RBCs). 

14. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 13 wherein the first p value, in 
Pigihi> includes both a whole blood and an RBC component, such that pigihi is the sum of 
PRBcgRBch? and pwh/dcbJoedgwbuii^joodOij-hj); wherein hj is the height of the interface between the 
RBCs and the plasma. 

15. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 9 in which the pj value in the 
Pigihi term has two distinct components derived from the combination of discrete fluid pressure 
terms such that pigihi is the sum of a pistcQmp0nfejitgistcomopncnthj and a p^mposit* mridgi(hi-hi); 
whereby hi is the height of the interface between the first and second separated components, and, 

Piglet    -    Plst component glst KOmpOnenthl  +   Peomposite miidgl(hl-hi)   >   plst compontnt&jbs   = p3g;>h3- 
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16. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 9 in which the composite fluid 
to be separated is blood and the separated components are red blood cells (RBCs) and plasma, 
and wherein the pi value in the pigjhi term has two distinct components derived from the 
combination of discrete fluid pressure terms, thus having an RBC and a whole blood component 
such that ptgihi is the sum of a pfujcg3hi and a pwhoiebioodgi(hrhi); wherein hi is the height of the 
interface between the RBCs and the plasma, and, 

pigihj       pjtuc&hi + p«hoi*bioodgi(hi~hi)   >   PRBc:g3h3 - p3g3h3. 

17. (currently amended) A centrifugation configuration for centrifugally separating a composite 
fluid into component parts thereof, said configuration comprising: 

a rotor which includes; 
a composite fluid containment area; 
a fluid inlet channel; 
a peripheral fluid separation channel having a first end, a second end and a central 

section; 
first and second separated fluid outlet channels, and 
first and second separated component collection areas; 
wherein said inlet channel is disposed in fluid communication with said fluid 

containment area; and wherein said peripheral separation channel is disposed in fluid 
communication with said fluid inlet channel in said central section of said separation channel and 
with said first and cooond separated fluid outlet channel a channel adjacent said first end of said 
separation channel, and with said second separated fluid outlet channel adjacent said second end. 
of said separation channel: and wherein said first and second separated fluid outlet channels are 
disposed in fluid communication with said first and second separated component collection 
areas, respectively: and 

whereby said first and second separated fluid outlet channels and said fluid inlet 
channel also have respective first, second and third heights, said first height being less than said 
second height, and said second height being less than said third height wherein said heights are 
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related to each other oo OS to provide a fluid pressure forwagdrflow drive foroo for respective? 
composite fluid and the respective aoparatcd components flowing therethrough. 

18. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 17 in which the relationship of 
the respective first and second heights of said first and second separated component outlet 
channels and the height of the inlet channel to each other which provides the fluid pressure 
driving force for driving the composite fluid into the separation channel and flowing the 
respective separated components through the respective first and second outlet channels, is 
defmed such that it controls the driving force of composite fluid and the separated components 
through the separation channel. 

19. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 17 in which the relationship of 
the respective first and second heights of said first and second separated component outlet 
channels and the height of the inlet channel to each other which provides a fluid pressure driving 
force for driving the composite fluid into the separation channel and flowing the respective 
separated components through the respective first and second outlet channels, is defined such 
that it controls the driving force of composite fluid and the separated components within the 
peripheral separation channel. 

20. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 17 wherein the height of the 
inlet channel is designated as h, and wherein the first height of the first outlet channel is n*, and 
the second height of the second outlet channel is     wherein gi, g2 and g3 are centrifugal values 
and pi represents the density of the fluid in the fluid inlet channel, p2 represents the density of the 
separated component in the first outlet channel, and p3 represents the density of the separated 
component in the second outlet channel and these values are related to each other such that the 
rotor inlet fluid dynamic pressure, pigihi, is greater than either of the two outlet fluid dynamic 

pressures, P2g2h2 or Pag3b3, or 
Pigihi   >  P2g2n2  or P3g3h3 

so that fluid will flow from the rotor inlet toward the outlets. 
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21. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 20 wherein the p values are 
different for each term in the relationship such that the inlet p value, in pigjhi, is the density of 
the inlet composite fluid to be separated, whereas, the outlet p values, appearing in p2g2li2 and 
p3g3h3, represent the densities of the respective separated fluid components. 

22. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 21 wherein the inlet p value, in 
pigfhi, includes first and second elements from the composite fluid and the first separated 
component, such that pig]hj is the sum of Pw>mp<«itenqidgi(lii-lii) and putcoinponemgistcQmjwnentbi; 
wherein h; is the height of the interface between the first and second separated fluid components. 

23. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 20 wherein the composite fluid 
to be separated is blood and the p values are different for each term in the relationship such that 
the first p value, in pigihi, is the density of whole blood, whereas, the second and third p values, 
appearing in p2g2fl2 and p3g3h3, represent the densities of the separated components, plasma and 
red blood cells (RBCs). 

24. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 23 wherein the second p value, 
in pig2h2, includes both a plasma and an RBC component, such that Pzg2h2 is the sum of 
PRBcgRBchi and ppiftS,Migpiasma(h2-lii); wherein h, is the height of the interface between the RBCs 
and the plasma. 

25. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 20 in which the pi value in the 
pigihi term has two distinct components derived from the combination of discrete fluid pressure 
terms such that pigihi is the sum of a pU{ g0mppnontgist component^ and a p^positttiuiugKhi-hi); 
whereby h, is the height of the interface between the first and second separated components, and, 

Pig]hi — PutcomponentglstcompuncRthi + Pcompoxite ttuidgl(hi-hi) > Plst eomponfeiuglst contpononttU 
P2g2«2. 
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26. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 20 in which the composite 
fluid to be separated is blood and the separated components are red blood cells (RBCs) and 
plasma, and wherein the pi value in the pigiht term has two distinct components derived from 
the combination of discrete fluid pressure terms thus having an RBC and a whole blood 
component such that pigihj is the sum of a pKBegRachi and a pVhoie biondgwhoie biood(hi-hi); 
wherein hi is the height of the interface between the RBCs and the plasma, and, 

plglhi   =   pRBCgRBchi + PwholebloodgwboleblQod(hj-hi)   >   PRBCgRBch^   = Pag^. 

27. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 17 whereby the respective first 
and second heights of said first and second separated component outlet channels are related to 
each other so as to provide a substantial fluid pressure balance for respective separated 
components flowing therethrough. 

2S. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 27 in which the relationship of 
the respective first and second heights of said first and second separated component outlet 
channels to each other which provides the substantial fluid pressure balance for respective 
separated components flowing through the respective first and second outlet channels, is defined 
such that it controls the interface of separated components within the peripheral separation 
channel. 

29. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 27 in which the relationship of 
the respective first and second heights of said first and second separated component outlet 
channels to each other which provides the substantial fluid pressure balance for respective 
separated components flowing through the respective first and second outlet channels, is defined 
as 

P2g2J*2    "     P3gjh3 » 
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wherein the first height of the first outlet channel is h3, and the second height of the second outlet 
channel is h3) wherein g2 and g3 are centrifugal acceleration values and p2 represents the density 
of the separated components in the first outlet channel and p3 represents the density of the 
separated components in the second outlet channel. 

30. (original) A centrifugation configuration according to Claim 27 wherein the composite fluid 
to be separated is blood and the p values are different for each term in the relationship such that 
the first separated component p value, in p2g2li2, and the second separated component p value, 
appearing in p3g3h3, represent the densities of the separated components, plasma and red blood 
cells (RBCs). 

31. (currently amended) A centrifugal separation device for use in a fluid separation system to 
centrifugally separate a composite fluid into composite components thereof, said centrifugal 
separation device comprising: 

a centrifugal drive motor base; 
a centrifugal rotor housing which is adapted to be disposed in an operable rotor-driving 

position on said centrifugal drive motor base, and; 
a rotor disposed in a freely rotatable position within said housing, said rotor having: 

a composite fluid containment area and at least one component fluid collection 
area; 
said rotor also having a fluid inlet channel; 
a circumferential fluid separation channel having a first end> a second end and a 
central section, said separation channel being semi-spiraled such that said first end 
is radially farther awav from an axis of rotation of said rotor than said second end; 
and first and second separated fluid outlet channels; 

wherein said inlet channel is disposed in fluid communication with said fluid 
containment area; and 
wherein said circumferential separation channel is disposed in fluid 
communication with said fluid inlet channel in said central section of said 
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separation channel and with said first and second separated fluid outlet ekannels 
channel adjacent said first end and with said second separated fluid outlet channel 
adtacent said second end; and 
wherein at least one of said first and second separated fluid outlet channels also 
heing disposed in fluid communication with said at least one component fluid 
collection area; 
said first and second fluid outlet channels also having respective first and second 
heights wherein said first height is less than said second height heights are related- 
to each other co ao to-pgovide a substantial fluidprosauro balance for respect^'e- 
componont fluids-flowing thorcthrough. 

32. (original) A centrifugal separation device according to Claim 31 in which the centrifugal 
drive motor base produces a rotating magnetic field, and wherein said rotor contains a 
magnetically reactive material which is adapted to rotate with the rotating magnetic field 
produced by said motor base, whereby said rotor is caused to rotate by the co-action of said 
magnetically reactive material and said rotating magnetic field. 

33. (original) A centrifugal separation device according to Claim 31 in which the centrifugal 
drive motor base has a flat top surface, and the rotor housing has a flat bottomed surface, 
whereby the flat top surface of the drive motor base and the flat bottomed surface of the rotor 
housing co-act to provide the adaptation of the rotor housing to be disposed in operable rotor- 
driving position on said centrifugal drive motor base. 

34. (canceled) 

35. (canceled) 

36. (canceled) 
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37- (withdrawn) A disposable container system for use in the separation of a composite fluid 
into separated components, using a disparate rotor which is adapted to receive the disposable 
container system, the disposable container system comprising: 

a composite fluid container; 
a first separated component container, and 
a separation vessel; 
whereby said composite fluid container is connected to said separation vessel by an inlet 

line, and said first separated component container is connected to said separation vessel by a first 
outlet line. 

38. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 37 in which the composite 
fluid container is connected to an access line which may be used to connect the system to a 
donor/patient. 

39. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 37 which further comprises 
a second separated component container; and 
whereby said second separated component container is connected to said separation 

vessel by a second outlet line. 

40. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 37 in which at least one of 
said containers includes an access port structure. 

41. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to CJaim 37 in which at least one of 
said containers includes an air vent structure. 

42. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 37 in which at least one of 
said containers includes a frangible flow stoppage structure. 
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43. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 37 in which at least one of 
said connecting lines includes a flow stoppage device. 

44. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 37 in which at least one of 
said containers is a bag constructed of flexible materials. 

45. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 44 in which at least one of 
said containers is a bag constructed from flexible plastic sheets. 

46. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 37 in which at least one of 
said connecting lines is a tubing line constructed of flexible materials. 

47. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 46 in which at least one of 
said connecting lines is a tubing line constructed of extruded plasticized materials. 

48. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 37 in which said vessel is 
constructed of flexible materials. 

49. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 48 in which said vessel is a 
bag constructed from flexible plastic sheets. 

50. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 37 in which said vessel is 
constructed of resilient materials. 

51. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 50 in which said vessel is 
constructed from injection-molded plastic. 

52. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 50 in which said vessel is 
constructed from blow-molded plastic. 
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53. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 37 in which said vessel is a 
tubing line constructed of flexible materials. 

54. (withdrawn) A disposable container system according to Claim 53 in which said vessel is a 
tubing line constructed of extruded plasticized materials. 

55. (withdrawn) A method for separating a composite fluid into component parts comprising: 
providing a rotor configuration having: 
a rotor which includes; 
a composite fluid containment area; 
a fluid inlet channel; 
a peripheral fluid separation channel; 
first and second separated fluid outlet channels; and 
first and second separated component collection areas; 
wherein said inlet channel is disposed in fluid communication with said fluid containment 

area; and wherein said peripheral separation channel is disposed in fluid communication with 
said fluid inlet channel and said first and second separated fluid outlet channels; and wherein said 
first and second separated fluid outlet channels are disposed in fluid communication with said 
first and second separated component collection areas; and 

whereby said inlet channel and said first and second separated fluid outlet channels also 
have respective inlet and first and second outlet heights wherein said heights are related to each 
other so as to provide a substantial fluid pressure flow control for respective composite and 
separated components flowing therethrough; and 

loading a composite fluid into the composite fluid containment area of said rotor 
configuration; and 

rotating said rotor configuration to separate said composite fluid into its component parts. 
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56. (withdrawn) A method according to Claim 55 which further includes collecting said 
separated components. 

57. (withdrawn) A method according to Claim 55 which further includes automatically driving 
the flow through said separation channel. 

58. (withdrawn) A method according to Claim 55 which further includes automatically shutting 
off the flow through said separation channel. 

59. (withdrawn) A method according to Claim 55 which further includes automatically 
readjusting the flow in and through said separation channel by automatically equalizing fluid 
pressure in the first and second separated fluid outlet channels. 

60. (withdrawn) A method according to Claim 55 which further includes which further includes 
collecting said separated components and clamping the flow out of said separation channel prior 
to said step of collecting said separated components. 

61. (withdrawn) A method according to Claim 60 which further includes automatically 
centrifugally clamping the flow out of said separation channel until a preselected rotational speed 
is achieved. 

62. (withdrawn) A method according to Claim 60 which further includes automatically 
centrifugally clamping the flow out of said separation channel after collection of said separated 
components when a preselected rotational speed is no longer achieved. 

63. (withdrawn) A method according to Claim 60 which further includes automatically 
capturing an intermediate phase component in said separation channel by clamping the flow out 
of said separation channel after collection of said first and second separated components when a 
preselected rotational speed is no longer achieved. 
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64. (withdrawn) A method according to Claim 55 which further includes: using a disposable 
bag and tubing set within said rotor con figaration. 

65. (new) A centrifuge configuration according to claim 1 wherein said separation channel is 
semi-spiraled about an axis of rotation of said rotor. 

66. (new) A centrifuge configuration according to claim 65 wherein said first end of said 
separation channel has a fust separation channel height and said second end of said separation 
channel has a second separation channel height and said first separation channel height is less 
than said second separation channel height. 

67. (new) A centrifuge configuration according to claim 66, further comprising means for 
rotating said rotor in a selected rotational direction and wherein said first end of said separation 
channel is behind said inlet channel with respect to said selected rotational direction, whereby 
relatively denser component parts of said composite fluid tend to flow against said rotational 
direction towards said first end. 

68. (new) A centrifuge configuration according to claim 1 wherein said rlrst collection area is 
disposed radially inwardly from said separation channel and between said inlet channel and said 
first outlet channel and wherein said second collection area is disposed radially inwardly from 
said separation channel and between said inlet channel and said second outlet channel. 
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69. (new) A centrifuge configuration according to claim 68 wherein said collection areas 
comprise pockets, said pockets being tilted radially downwardly and outwardly from an. axis of 
rotation of said rotor. 

70. (new) A centrifuge configuration according to claim 1 further comprising at least one 
extension extending from at least one of said outlet channels into the collection area of said at 
least one channel, said extension having a fixed end connected to said at least one channel and a 
free end in said collection area, the height of said at least one channel being determined with 
respect to said free end of said extension. 

71. (new) A centrifuge configuration according to claim 1, wherein said rotor further comprises 

a plurality of processing areas, each processing area having 
a composite fluid containment area; 
a fluid inlet channel having an inlet height; 
a peripheral fluid separation channel having a first end, a second end and a central 
section; 
first and second separated component outlet channels; and 
first and second separated component collection areas; 
wherein said inlet channel is disposed in fluid communication with said fluid 
containment area; and wherein said peripheral separation channel is disposed in 
fluid communication with said fluid inlet channel in said central section of said 
separation channel, and with said first separated fluid outlet channel adjacent said 
first end of said separation channel, and with said second separated fluid outlet 
channel adjacent said second end of said separation channel; au3 wherein said 
first and second separated fluid outlet channels aTe disposed in fluid 
communication with said first and second separated component collection areas, 
respectively; and 
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wherein said first and second separated fluid outlet channels also have respective 
first and second heights, said first height being less than said second height, 

each of said processing areas being symmetrically disposed about an axis of rotation of 
said rotor. 

72. (new) A centrifugation configuration according to claim 71 comprising at least four 
processing areas. 

73. (new) A centrifugation configuration according to claim 72 wherein each peripheral 
separation channel comprises a semi-spiraled arc. 

74. (new) A centrifugation configuration according to claim 71, each processing area further 
comprising at least one extension extending from at least one of said outlet channels into the 
collection area of said at least one channel, said extension having a fixed end connected to said at 
least one channel and a free end in said collection area, the height of said at least one channel 
being determined with respect to said free end of said extension. 

75. (new) A centrifugation configuration according to claim 74, each processing area further 
comprising an extension extending from each of said outlet channels. 

76. (new) A centrifugation configuration according to claim 75 wherein each collection area has 
a central section and an outlet channel connects to said collection area in said central section. 
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